Let Y be a closed and convex subset of a Euclidean space. We prove that the set of efficient points of Y, M(Y), is contractible. Furthermore, if M(Y) is closed (compact) then it is a retract of a convex closed (compact) set. Our proof relies on the Arrow-Barankin-BIackwell Theorem. A new proof is supplied for that theorem.
particular, topological properties of the efficient point set are investigated in [3, pp. 73-78] . This paper is a further contribution on this topic: In §4 we prove that the set of efficient points M( Y) of a closed and convex subset y of a Euclidean space is contractible. Furthermore, if M(Y) is closed (compact) then it is a retract of a convex closed (compact) set. Our proofs make use of the Arrow-Barankin-BIackwell Theorem [1, Theorem 1] . This theorem is generalized in infinite-dimensional spaces in [9] , [7] , [8] , [5] , and [4] . In §3 we offer a new proof of the ArrowBarankin-BIackwell Theorem. Our proof is advantageous over the original one in two respects: It is a "constructive" proof, unlike that of Arrow, Barankin, and Blackwell. Furthermore, it is easier to generalize to infinitedimensional spaces (see [7] Let r'*' be a point where t/j. attains its maximum in Y{k). uk is concave; hence, the set (3.6) Z = {z | z e E" and Mjt(z) > Mjfc(r'*>)} is convex. Zn y(i, = 0. Hence, there exists a p e En such that (3.7) p-z^p-y for all zeZ and y eY{k).
By (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), uk is increasing, i.e., x>y implies that ukix)> ukiy). Hence, it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that/?»0. Furthermore, (3.8) p-r{k)^p-y for all y e Y{k).
Since llk=ukie)=ukir{k)), it follows from (3.4) that 
Proof.
Let v^im^«, yik) and let x £ G(y). Let 1 >f >0.
x(/)-tt + (l-0x»j-.
Hence, there exists a natural number k(t) such that x(t) e G(y{k)) for k^. k(t). Since lim,._.ax(t)=x, the lemma follows. We recall that a topological space is contractible if its identity map is homotopic to a constant. For y e Y let giy) e Giy) be the point defined by \\giy)-fiy)\\ Û ll*-/ÜOII for all x e Giy). giy) is well defined. By (4.2), giy) e Mi Y). Now let a e Y be a point for which there exists abe 7 such that ¿>»a (see Corollary 4.4).
For eeM(Y) and O^/^l let hie, t)=gül-t)e+ta). hie,0)=e and hie, l)=g(a) for all e e Mi Y). Furthermore, h is a continuous function of both e and t. For let i=limifc^oc, f<w and e=limi_00 elk). If t=0 then lim(l -tM)eM + tik)a = e. 
